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Introduction
As a data warehouse/BI DBA, how many times in the past did you come across a request
from senior management to provide business analytical information in a timely manner (like
right now). Does this sound familiar?
“Jim, I need you to compute the average quantity, list price, discount, and sales price for
promotional items sold in stores where the promotion is not offered by mail or a special
event. Restrict the results to a specific gender, marital, and educational status. I need to have
this information before my 10 AM meeting with our advertising vendor.”
Of course, in the back of your mind, you are saying, “Well, yeah, you could have asked me for
this information yesterday. I could have scheduled it last night and not affect our prime time
operation. I might have to create an index or two to get the results faster. Wait, do I have to
reorg my tables? Groan...”
In today's business world where a tremendous amount of data is generated and stored in
data warehouses, more and more companies are grappling with these types of business
requirements. Decision makers and I/T personnel realize the huge potential value available in
mining this data and the benefits of providing critical information in a timely manner.
However, performing business analytics against this data often conflicts with critical real time
production workloads. Service level agreements, continuous availability, and performance
consideration relegate business analytics to off-shift processing, which is becoming nonexistent. In addition, results from business analytics may become stale by the time it reaches
the decision makers.
Now, with IBM Smart Analytics Optimizer for DB2 for z/OS, V1.1, you can query where no
queries have gone before. “IBM Smart Analytics Optimizer for DB2 for z/OS, V1.1, together
with related hardware, is a high-performance, integrated hardware/software solution for IBM
System z®, delivering dramatically faster analytic query responses transparently to users. It
integrates into an IBM DB2 9 for z/OS data warehouse environment, providing highperformance query software that is based on advanced data in-memory technology and
executed on an IBM zEnterprise™ BladeCenter® Extension (zBX) attached to and managed
by the System z server. This offering helps enable a new class of high-speed business
intelligence (BI) queries never before available on System z. It extends System z qualities of
service of manageability, security, and availability to analytic applications, while seamlessly
combining IBM's hardware and software worlds.”1
The IBM Smart Analytics Optimizer for DB2 for z/OS, V1.1, software solution for IBM System
z®, can be the answer to solving the stakeholders' business analytical questions in a timely
manner. The IBM Smart Analytical Optimizer Studio, V1.1, is a client interface used to interact
with the accelerator. In this paper, we will show the overall process to define, deploy, and
load the data. We will then compare the CPU time and elapsed time of a single analytical
query on DB2 for z/OS versus running it on the accelerator. We will be using a small zBX
configuration. For more information on the supported configurations and their capacities, see
IBM® zEnterprise™ BladeCenter® Extension (zBX) 2458-002 Systems Assurance Product
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Review GuideTechnical and Delivery Assessment SA10-006-01.
Figure 1 illustrates the Smart Analytics Optimizer configuration that we used.
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Figure 1: Overview of the zBX configuration used in this solution
The remainder of this paper discusses the following steps that we followed to implement our
solution in greater detail:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identifying the data warehouses to accelerate
Creating an accelerator project
Defining the data marts
Validating, deploying, and loading the data mart
Determining if the query is eligible for acceleration
Comparing query execution
Refreshing the data mart

1. Identifying the data warehouses to accelerate
With our IBM zEnterprise™ BladeCenter® Extension (zBX) up and running, we identified five
of our DB2 data warehouses that would fit on our small configuration, which can handle up to
1TB of decompressed DB2 data. Table 1 lists the data warehouses and their sizes in DB2.
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Table 1: Our DB2 data warehouses
DB2 data warehouse name
Retail
Message
Beverage
Bookstore1
Bookstore2

DB2 database size
compressed(GB)
61
32
36
316
233

The data warehouses listed in Table 1 are used as follows:
•
•
•
•

Retail warehouse contains information about stores, sales, inventory, and customers for a
parts retailer.
Message warehouse contains messages that were loaded from our environments
OPERLOG.
Beverage warehouse contains information such as employee, customer and inventory to
represent a beverage company.
Bookstore warehouses contain information about customers and their book purchases
through an online bookstore retailer.

2. Creating an accelerator project
Now that we have identified the data warehouses that we want to accelerate, we used
IBM Smart Analytics Optimizer Studio, V1.1, to create the accelerator project. As shown in
Figure 2, we defined a project named PET.

Figure 2: Data Project Explorer view

3. Defining the data marts
Within the PET project folder, we defined our data marts. A data mart is a collection of tables
to be loaded to the accelerator. For the purpose of this white paper, we used our Retail and
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Bookstore data marts to demonstrate the process we used to enable query acceleration.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between the tables in our Retail data mart.

Figure 3: Graphical view of the Retail data mart
The Estimated size value, 97 GB as shown in Figure 3, is a good representation of how
much space is required for this data mart to be loaded to the accelerator.
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As shown in Figure 4, the estimated size of our Bookstore data mart, 0.3 TB, would exceed
the capacity of our small configuration.

Figure 4: Space requirements for our Bookstore data mart before removing columns
To reduce the size of the data mart, we chose to select just the relevant columns that will be
referenced by the queries. This allowed us to dramatically reduce the size of our data mart.
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Figure 5 shows the columns that we selected to keep for our query.

Figure 5: Bookstore data mart showing selected columns to be accelerated
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After removing the columns that we did not need for our query, the estimated size of the data
mart was reduced to 31 GB, as shown in Figure 6, and was well within the capacity of our
small configuration.

Figure 6: Space requirements of the Bookstore data mart after removing columns

4. Validating, deploying, and loading the data mart
Once our data mart definitions were complete and we had resized, as appropriate, we were
ready to:
a) Validate the structural integrity of the data mart.
b) Deploy.
c) Load over to the accelerator.
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As shown in Figure 7, we first validated our Retail data mart prior to deployment.

Figure 7: Validate and Deploy screen
Figure 8 shows the successful validation.

Figure 8: Validation of the data mart
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Next, we moved on to the deployment and the initial data load which will be performed by
selecting the Load Data Mart check box, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: The deployment and load of the data mart
The load will invoke the accel_load_mart stored procedure in DB2 for z/OS to call the
DSNUTILU utility to unload the data. The data is unloaded from the DB2 tables and loaded
into memory over on the accelerator in a compressed format.

5. Determining if the query is eligible for acceleration
After the successful load, we were ready to execute our queries. We used the visual explain
option to verify that the query was eligible to be accelerated. The trapezoid-shaped box
shown in Figure 10 indicates that the query is a candidate for acceleration.
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Figure 10: Access plan diagram

6. Comparing query execution
We first executed our complex query on DB2 for z/OS in order to understand the resources
utilized, such as CPU utilization and elapsed time. The query we selected ran against our
Retail warehouse and it is important to note that we did not tune this query for optimum
performance. In addition, other DB2 resources were consumed by running this query on the
System z platform that could potentially impact other business goals.
We observed the following performance timing in executing the query on System z:
TOTAL TCB CPU TIME=

4.88 TOTAL ELAPSED TIME= 285.5

We then ran the same complex query on the accelerator by adding the following SQL
statement to our query:
set current refresh age any
The elapsed time and CPU utilization were within seconds and it produced the same result
set.
We observed the following performance in executing the same query on the accelerator:
TOTAL TCB CPU TIME=

.00 TOTAL ELAPSED TIME=

.09

Based on our test, minimal System z resources were used for this query and it did not impact
other business goals. We were able to produce the result set for our business stakeholders in
0.09 minutes by running the query on the accelerator, as opposed to 285.5 minutes by
running the query on DB2 for z/OS.
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7. Refreshing the data mart
We scheduled a full refresh of our Retail data mart to run weekly, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Scheduled loads
You also have the option to run scheduled loads using batch JCL. The product provides
sample JCL that you can modify to disable and load your data marts. This would allow you to
use your environment's scheduling software to manage your data mart refreshes. In our
case, we utilized the batch JCL to schedule weekly refreshes of our Retail data mart during
off-shift hours.

Conclusion
IBM Smart Analytics Optimizer for DB2 for z/OS, V1.1, Warehouse Accelerators is an
innovative approach to satisfying complex query processing. This can be accomplished
without affecting critical real time production workloads. Faster response time means quicker
answers, quicker insights, and a business that can adjust faster. This paper only addresses
one complex query and the CPU time and elapsed time savings. With V1.1 of this product, it
offers fast and predictable query response times on unpredictable query workloads, lowers
overall operating costs by reducing database tuning efforts and off-loading query workloads
to a platform optimized for price and performance, and dramatically reduces administration
efforts by reducing the need for database tuning.
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